Case Study: Customs Clearance

AIT Customs Brokerage Helps Fiberglass
Manufacturer Cut Duties in Half
The Challenge
A Texas-based manufacturer of pultruded and
molded fiberglass had been regularly importing
fiberglass panels from China as part of their core
customs broker was insisting that the panels had
to be classified as articles of plastic. This costlier
classification meant a 29.8% duty rather than a
14.3% duty for imports classified as articles of
the
company representatives were certain the
materials could be classified differently.

would have the best knowledge about their own
materials and products. The team asked relevant
requirements. During the conversation, the team
discovered that the company also imported the
same goods from Mexico using the preferred
fiberglass classification code. After listening and
gaining an understanding, the team knew they
could help.

Wheels Up Clearance for Air Imports
Customers importing goods to the United States
via international air cargo can benefit from timeCustoms Brokerage team. The process begins
when Customs Entry Specialists at AIT queue the
clearance data for shipments on international
flights before takeoff. The Automated Manifest
System is verified and transmitted within two hours
of departure and clearance with U.S. Customs is
typically obtained while the cargo is in the air.

The Solution
During an unrelated meeting with an AIT station
manager, the owner of the fiberglass company
expressed frustration with their customs clearance
process. Knowing AIT could help, the station
manager arranged a meeting between the company

When required for commodities like pharmaceuticals or fresh produce, clearance with federal
agencies including the FDA and USDA can also
be obtained in flight. Upon arrival, shipments
cleared via the Wheels Up process are recovered
immediately, improving overall transit time by as
much as a full day.

The customs brokerage team approached the
situation with the assumption that the customer
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experienced customs brokerage specialists began handling the clearance responsibilities
immediately. The team now helps to ensure that
all required documentation is completed in an accurate and timely manner while providing rapid
clearance, even if the shipment happens to arrive on a Saturday or Sunday. The customer
enjoys visibility of their inbound goods by using the proprietary MyAIT portal where important
shipment milestones and customs documents are accessible in an instant.

The Result
imports are now arriving with the proper classification. By acting as a consultant to provide
with every shipment since the duties for the correct classification are 50% less.

Corporate Headquarters: 701 N Rohlwing Rd, Itasca, IL 60143
For more information about our full service scope, please visit our
website or call us toll free.
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